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Context: NC State University
NC State’s Goals 
● Goal 1: Enhance student success
● Goal 2: Invest in faculty and infrastructure
● Goal 3: Support interdisciplinary scholarship
● Goal 4: Pursue organizational excellence
● Goal 5: Engage locally and globally
Why Re-align? 
● Libraries’ Strategic Goal 4.1:  Enhance student success by 
providing high-impact educational experiences and engaging 
learning spaces for graduate and undergraduate students.  
○ Form a new organizational division, bringing together the 
Libraries units most focused on student learning to provide 
dynamic, relevant services, spaces, technologies, and 
information, and to enable all forms of learning, discovery, and 
research.
● Libraries’ Strategic Goal 4.2:  Contribute to the university’s 
research infrastructure through strong collections, expert staff, 
outstanding research spaces, and strategic alignment of 
resources to advance the capacity of our researchers and 
partners.  
○ Create Chief Strategist for Research Collaboration position
○ Apply the skills and capabilities of subject specialist librarians to work 
in a new model of research collaboration with faculty and 
researchers...
Why Re-align? 
Significance of Chief Strategists Roles
Primary roles of Chief Strategist for 
Student Success:
● “Build cohesion between the 3 
departments in Student Success”
● “Build a bridge to campus units that 
form core infrastructure for student 
success”
● “Develop and deliver a common brand 
for all service points including 
in-person and web/virtual”
Primary roles of Chief Strategist for 
Research Collaboration:
● “Tracking trends in academic, 
research, and industry that will benefit 
the institution”
● “Exploring how the libraries can hook 
into and improve research workflows 
and impact”
● “Developing new, collaborative, 
strategic relationships”
● “Enabling staff to learn new 
approaches and technologies, 
particularly around data savvy skills”
● “Investigating & piloting new 
storytelling approaches to engage our 
communities”
First Signs of Re-alignment in Practice
● Unite subject liaison librarians 
under one organization unit
● Create new department to add 
capacity & focus → Research 
Engagement
● Rename Collection Management 
to reflect current practice → 
Collections & Research Strategy
Reflect Current Practice - Research Engagement





















Organizational Structure - Before




Assoc Dir for 
Materials 
Management *
Director of Libraries *





* Additional reporting lines exist
Chief Strategist for 
Research Collaboration


















 & Open Research
Organizational Structure - After
Assoc Dir for Collections & 
Research Services *
Assoc Dir for Materials 
Management *
Director of Libraries *
Deputy Director of Libraries *




Impact on Individual Contributors
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Organizational Limitations of Changing Roles
● Core jobs don’t go away 
leading to increased 
workload & competing 
priorities
● Permeation of roles is 
complex & confusing
● Develop new mission, 
vision, goals for Division
● Partner with graduate 




○ Open research practice
Technical Skills Limitations of Changing Roles
● Bridge technical & non-technical cultures
○ Quick Takes
○ Collaborate with technical depts 
● Invoke informal group training
○ SWAP events
○ Project Management 
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